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brings me to my final point. Even as we are called to bear witness to the truth, are we not called to embody love? In an age that is increasingly polarized, alienated and violent, what greater calling could there be than to find ways to embody love as communities of learning? While I would not wish to reduce love in community to civility, neither would I want to dissociate the two. We could do far worse in our communities than aspire to civility in our efforts to embody love. In any case, love and truth are closely tied together in our tradition. Both are central to our calling as Christian colleges and universities in the Lutheran tradition.

In sum, I very much appreciate what Mark Schwehn has contributed to the conversation about Lutheran higher education through his article. I agree with his vocational call to dialogical reflection on our communal life and on the integration of Christian faith and higher learning. While I challenge his epistemological hypotheses, I value the model he provides. Too often, Lutherans have removed the tension from the relationship between faith and reason, allowing them to function in totally different spheres. We have failed to keep the dialogue going between the Christian tradition and academic disciplines. The future of Lutheran higher education does depend on our ability to revitalize the role of the Christian tradition in academic life. The tradition must become integral to the academic endeavor, not simply the possession of the religion department or campus ministry. It belongs in dialogue with the whole life of the college or university as we seek to bear witness to the truth and to live in love.
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This essay focuses on the first of Mark Schwehn's arguments, that we ought to conceive of Lutheran colleges/universities not as ends unto themselves but as voices among many within the conversation over Christ and culture. That is a worthy goal for church-related colleges. But ultimately, I will suggest, Lutheran colleges face a predicament: the American academic culture from which we seek respect is not much interested in such a conversation. Schwehn's sage advice is of much use in my personal vocation as an academic. The issue I will address is that of the vocation of the institution we call the college.

I have been deeply influenced by Lutheran educators: a Missouri Synod Lutheran undergraduate advisor, an LCA/ELCA Lutheran master's thesis director, and a Lutheran-turned-Episcopalian dissertation director. Their training in intellectual history rooted me in the traditions upon which Schwehn skillfully draws. References to Niebuhr and MacIntire, to Haskell and Putnam, not to mention Augustine and Luther, are comfortable and comforting.

But colleges are about more than traditions. They are dynamic communities whose members change yearly: The student body changes at a rate of about 25% every year, while the faculty changes at a rate of about 25% every eight years. By the time the ink is dry on any report, the special community around the report has changed—mission statements reflect yesterday's consensus. Change is the great constant, and we would do well to ask how the transforming trends of our age have affected the affinity between the purposes of the church and those of the academy.

... the trend among mainline Protestant colleges has been first to play down and then to abandon their religious identities, a process in which many Lutheran colleges are only behind, not headed in a different direction.

... When Lutheran colleges were founded, the commonalities between higher education and church were great, and not simply because the church often started the college. The pursuit of "academic excellence" corresponded well to the educational needs of churchly people in the nineteenth century. One did not need to choose between academics and spirituality. But that was then. Nowadays, we are hard-pressed to defend "Lutheran higher education." We now face choices; the question haunting church-related colleges is whether the academy and the faith have anything left in common. Ecumenism, secularization,
and the decline of liberal education have combined to shift the ground on which Lutheran higher education stands.

1. Ecumenism, and the Changing Face of Christianity. This is an age of the collapse of the differences between the old-line Protestant groups. Schwen rightly notes that good Lutherans always should ask why they are not Catholics--a fair question, one rooted in tradition. But an equally good question is why I am not Presbyterian or Episcopalian or Baptist or Methodist or what-have-you. The common sense of the laity, to which Schwen refers, is that the differences do not matter very much. This may reflect their deep devotion to core doctrines, or it may signal a kind of homogenization based on the unimportance of all doctrine. Probably it signals both, but judging from the sociological literature, among the mainliners this movement says more about the un-theological leanings of the laity. The ELCA is serious about dialogue with Roman Catholics, and it is moving toward formal relations with Episcopalians and Presbyterians--even at the top, our distinctive qualities are less important than our points of commonality. The appearance of the ELCA--the fourth largest religious body in the U.S.-- comes at surely the most peculiar time in history for Lutherans to attempt to define themselves as Lutherans: We have joined together as Lutherans when being Lutheran per se matters less and less even to Lutherans.

The most astute observer of the trends in American religion, Princeton sociologist Robert Wuthnow, has noted that the old differences do not matter much anymore, that the defining line in American Christianity lies between liberalism and evangelicalism. And liberal Christianity is weakening: Methodists, Presbyterians, and Episcopalians have been hemorrhaging members for years now, and it is not clear that the ELCA won't do the same. But the conservative groups, whether evangelical or fundamentalist, are growing enough to maintain their share of the total population. On the whole, the academy is uncomfortable with evangelical Christianity.

2. The Secularization of Higher Education. There is much debate about whether or not the U.S. truly has experienced the kind of secularization that sociologists often describe. Religion and religious faith have proven remarkably resilient in this culture. (For example, the current percentage of the population attending church or synagogue in a given week corresponds to that before World War II). And yet few would argue that America's public institutions--the media and the government come to mind--are not much more secular in orientation than they were.

As the research of George Marsden and others has demonstrated, American higher education certainly has experienced this process of secularization. This is especially true of the most prestigious graduate programs, both private and public. The reasons are complicated and many are positive. But a result--unintended by many but no less real--is that the dominant strands of the academic profession now have little, if anything, to do with religion. There are religious people in academia (though sociological research indicates that they are less plentiful there than in other professions), but the dominant values in graduate or professional training are frequently hostile, if usually just indifferent, toward religious faith. Marsden argues that there is a natural evolution in colleges toward less and less identification with their roots and greater and greater identification with the dominant aspects of broader academic culture, and that this has meant for hundreds of colleges, both public and private, the de-Christianization of higher education. According to the Marsden model, Lutheran colleges like mine are no different. They enter into a phase in which they hope to embrace the accouterments that go with status in the academy without sacrificing the values of a churchly past, but that phase is merely transitory and self-delusional.

3. The Decline of Liberal Arts Colleges. Higher education at the undergraduate level has experienced a massive expansion and restructuring since the end of World War II. Both the high school graduation rate and the percentage of high schoolers going to college have risen steadily, and one result was an enormous expansion of state university systems, at the same time that court decisions were making public education more secular, or at least less avowedly religious.

With increases in students came dramatically increased needs for faculty in a wider variety of fields than before. American undergraduate education remains less specialized than that in Europe, but it nonetheless is more job-focused now than half a century ago. This has two consequences for us. There is now less overlap between the agenda of the church and that of the academy than at any time in the history of higher education. And liberal arts colleges--those institutions whose curricula are dominated by the traditional fields of the arts and sciences-- have been under greater pressure and have declined in number in recent decades (even while the Arts & Sciences Colleges within state universities have increased in number and size). Some liberal arts colleges responded with more "professional programs," such as in Education or Business. All but the most elite find it more necessary than ever to explain to prospective students and their families the value of a "liberal education." Most observers agree that private liberal arts colleges will face greater economic pressures in coming decades.

Lutheran Colleges. These forces create one whale of a predicament for Lutheran colleges. Those who wish to preserve the "faith dimension" in those colleges find it awkward to defend "Lutheran colleges" when "Lutheranness" matters less and less even to Lutherans. How does one defend particularity in our ecumenical age? Most of our colleges have adopted equal opportunity guidelines for employment. Though it is officially a part of their missions, religion (of any sort) often plays but a small part in admissions and is irrelevant to the hiring of faculty.

As our colleges have steadily improved the quality of their faculties, those faculties come more and more to reflect the values of the academic mainstream. Many of these faculty members find strong church ties a frank embarrassment, a remnant of an age of narrow-minded sectarians, racial exclusion, and gender inequalities. Efforts to fortify the church relationship--to defend the particular--face strong suspicion from faculty and often from administrators. And such faculties find "Christian college" an even more frightening appellation than "Lutheran college", because Lutheran can be taken to mean respect for the old tie--whereas Christian sounds like we might
actually mean something.

Most Lutheran colleges are liberal arts colleges, though several have strong programs in areas like education, business, and nursing. In marketing terms, therefore, they are under the gun and cannot afford to do that which might cost them students. They compete not only with other private colleges, but also with public colleges and universities. They cannot afford—and the church should not want—to weaken their academic programs or profiles. And yet undergraduate education entering the twentieth century has less and less to do with the work of the church.

Tough Choices. If this analysis is correct, there are few options here. While many American colleges choose to emphasize their religious orientation—think of the Coalition of Christian Colleges and Universities—the trend among mainline Protestant colleges has been first to play down and then to abandon their religious identities, a process in which many Lutheran colleges are only behind, not headed in a different direction. When push comes to shove, our colleges and perhaps even our church would rather identify with the liberal wing of American Protestantism than with the evangelical wing. The result, for now, is an in-between stage, in which there are enough vestiges of church influence with which to assuage those who care about such things, but not enough real presence to make anybody—even the most avowed secularist—wary.

This description will sound extreme to many. But then it would, especially for Lutherans. These trends move very slowly and are not discernible in year-to-year snapshots. It is something of a truism that the rhetoric of a certain kind of culture will survive in the culture even after the substantive source of the rhetoric has passed. (Remember that the rhetoric of pre-Revolutionary America was monarchical even though the culture was not, as became painfully clear in 1776). The rhetoric of a church relationship easily lasts longer than the substance, especially if it is useful for a time in order to placate Board members or to solicit contributions.

It is especially tough for Lutherans to come to grips with such questions. Lutheranism has been culturally conditioned by hundreds of years of state sponsorship to be more passive about such things than might other groups. Following Richard Niebuhr, it often is said that Lutherans, unlike other groups, are particularly prone to see the relationship between Christ and Culture as one of paradox—not exactly at odds with one another but not in harmony either. Such a notion fits our current situation—temporarily at least—very well. I tell myself, my college is not in league with the church against a hostile secular culture. We like much of that culture, its financial rewards, and its academic and professional status. We could never throw in with those “other colleges” who identify themselves so religiously! My ambivalence, I can claim, is rooted in paradox, in traditional Lutheran theology! How comforting. And how naive.

The eventual result, of course, is that we are no different from other private colleges, and are distinguishable from state universities only by higher tuition and lower class sizes. My religious vocation as an academic becomes purely personal. Matters of faith appear here and there in the classroom, but they do not significantly enter the intellectual climate. The campus church becomes, if it is fortunate, a campus ministry program. We might as well be public.

And that observation reminds me that my three Lutheran mentors taught me at UNC at Greensboro and at the University of Illinois. Both were and are terrific state universities, with strong religious influences on their origins, numerous people of faith on faculty and among the student body to this day—and are secular to the core.

And this is the point: All four of Mark Schwehn’s arguments—each of which I more or less endorse—apply to any Christian (or person of faith) teaching on any campus. But the key question is, are distinctively Lutheran or Christian colleges necessary for the advancement of those arguments? If so, why? What are the implications for ELCA affiliated colleges? And are we willing to address them?

Religious communities rely as much on institutional affiliation as on unity in the spirit. As Father Neuhaus has observed, “While conviction is more important than affiliation, affiliation can help sustain conviction. Convictions are sustained by communities of conviction.... All institutions are prone to losing their way, and therefore must be held accountable to a community that can recall them to their constituting purpose.” (p. 20-22). The institution to which Lutheran colleges can be affiliated will remain the Lutheran church. Defending such a particular connection in the present age is difficult for lay people and anathema for academics. And yet, an institution cannot be related to religion in general, and Lutheran colleges cannot be institutionally connected to the entire church yet. So if they are to remain in any sense Christian, their institutional affiliations must remain, for a time at least, actively Lutheran. Embracing such a choice rubs against both the academic and the church grains. But is such friction worse than where we are headed?
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